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The Making of a Democratic Economy: How to Build Prosperity for the Many, Not the FewBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2019

	Our economy is designed by the 1 percent, for the 1 percent. This book offers a compelling vision of an equitable, ecologically sustainable alternative that meets the essential needs of all people.

	

	We live in a world where twenty-six billionaires own as much wealth as half the planet's population. The extractive...
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The Moral Media: How Journalists Reason About Ethics (Lea's Communication Series)Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
The Moral Media provides readers with preliminary answers to questions about ethical thinking in a professional environment. Representing one of the first publications of journalists' and advertising practitioners' response to the Defining Issues Test (DIT), this book compares thinking about ethics by these two groups with the...
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Medical Ethics Today: The BMA's Handbook of Ethics and LawBMJ Books, 2012

	This is your source for authoritative and comprehensive guidance from the British Medical Association (BMA) Medical Ethics Department covering both routine and highly contentious medico-legal issues faced by health care professionals. The new edition updates the information from both the legal and ethical perspectives and reflects...
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Hacking: Computer Hacking, Security Testing,Penetration Testing, and Basic SecurCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	
		Are you interested in learning about how to hack systems?

	
		Do you want to learn how to protect yourself from being hacked?

	
		Do you wish to learn the art of ethical hacking?

	
		Do you want to know the secrets techniques that genius hackers use?

	
		Do you want to learn how to protect yourself...
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The Routledge Handbook of Feminist Economics (Routledge International Handbooks)Routledge, 2021

	We are delighted to have finalized the Handbook of Feminist Economics project we began in

	summer 2018. We set off with the goal of taking stock of the accumulated wisdom on feminist

	economics from the social provisioning perspective to feminist economics, delineated by Marilyn

	Power in 2004. Power’s short piece inductively...
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Financial AccountingSouth-Western College, 2006

	This revision of Financial Accounting is the most significant in the book’s long history. The substantial changes we have made are geared to meeting the needs of today’s students, who not only face a business world increasingly complicated by ethical issues, globalization, and technology, but who also have more demands on their...
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Ethical and Social Issues in the Information Age (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2007
As I wrote in my second edition preface, since the publication of the second edition in 2003, there have been tremendous changes in the fields of computer science and information sciences. During this period, we have become more dependent on computer and telecommunication technology than ever before. As we, individually and as nations, become more...
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Principles of Accounting (Financial Accounting)Cengage Learning, 2011

	Needles/Powers/Crosson delivers interactive pedagogy by illustrating accounting principles and real-world examples to encourage critical thinking. This revision is based on an understanding of the nature, culture, and motivations of today's students and on extensive feedback from instructors. These substantial changes meet the needs of...
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Understanding BiotechnologyPrentice Hall, 2003
An objective, thorough, and accessible introduction to biotechnology.

Biotechnology will have an increasingly profound impact on human health, agriculture, the environment, and society itself. Understanding Biotechnology offers an introduction to biotechnology that is balanced, accurate, current, thorough,...
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CISA Exam Prep: Certified Information Systems Auditor (ACM Press)Que, 2006
The CISA Exam Prep provides you with the market's most comprehensive and current material for passing the new CISA certification exam. Exam Prep's best-selling study methods feature chapter review questions, practice exams, exam alerts, notes, tips, and cautions. You'll also have exclusive access to online test...
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Ethics of Big Data: Balancing Risk and InnovationO'Reilly, 2012

	
		What are your organization’s policies for generating and using huge datasets full of personal information? This book examines ethical questions raised by the big data phenomenon, and explains why enterprises need to reconsider business decisions concerning privacy and identity. Authors Kord Davis and Doug Patterson provide...
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Understanding Ethics in Applied Behavior Analysis: Practical ApplicationsRoutledge, 2019

	
		Drawing upon combined 35 years of clinical experience as well as the reflections of colleagues in the field, Understanding Ethics in Applied Behavior Analysis provides the foundation for a lifelong journey of ethical practice in service for individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and other developmental disabilities....
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